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Task Description:

Precision atom interferometers (AI) in space promise exciting technical capabilities with diverse applications of interest
to NASA. These quantum sensors are particularly relevant for fundamental physics research, with proposals including
unprecedented tests of the validity of the weak equivalence principle, precision measurements of the fine structure and
gravitational constants, and detection of gravity waves and dark matter/dark energy. Our studies will utilize the
capabilities of NASA's multi-user Cold Atom Laboratory (CAL), in the microgravity environment onboard the
International Space Station (ISS), to study mitigation schemes for the leading-order systematics expected to limit future
high-precision measurements of fundamental physics with AIs in microgravity. The flight experiments, supported by
theoretical investigations and ground studies at our facilities at Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), will concentrate on the
physics of pairwise interactions and molecular dynamics in ultracold quantum gases as a means to overcome
uncontrolled AI shifts associated with the gravity gradient and few-particle collisions. We will further utilize the
dual-species AI for proof-of-principle tests of systematic mitigations and phase-readout techniques for use in the
next-generation of precision metrology experiments based on AIs in microgravity. Our proposed studies require the
effective position invariance, long free fall times, and extremely low temperature samples uniquely available with the
CAL apparatus. It is anticipated that our studies can lead to the unprecedented level of control and accuracy necessary
for AIs to explore some of the most fundamental physical concepts in nature. 
  

Rationale for HRP Directed Research:   

Research Impact/Earth Benefits:

Our studies are designed to achieve technological advances in precision metrology that can only be realized in the
microgravity environment of the Cold Atom Laboratory (CAL). We utilize the tools of ultracold atomic and molecular
physics (namely Feshbach resonances) for exquisite control of the differential center-of-mass distributions of the
dual-species quantum gases and on methods to use the fundamentals of few-body interactions to maintain coherence in
atomic ensembles for enhanced precision sensor capabilities. Subsequent proof-of-principle studies with the dual-species
atom interferometer on CAL will further advance the state of the art for precision interferometry with ultracold matter
waves. The impact of such research to the field of metrology can be seen through its potential to increase precision for
atom-interferometry and also the possibility of engineering highly efficient system-specific devices based on the
fundamental nature of few-body interactions. The microgravity environment of the CAL facility strongly favors such
explorations and allow for the possibility of uncovering novel effects and quantum phases of matter, a major goal in
ultracold quantum gases and other disciplines of fundamental physics. These studies can benefit life on Earth by
providing both fundamental understanding of nature in previously inaccessible environments and energy regimes, and
by enhancing the tools available for scientific exploration at the highest precision. 
  

Task Progress:

The flight experiments, supported by theoretical investigations and measurements using the ground test bed facilities at
JPL, concentrate on the physics of pairwise interactions and low-energy s-wave Feshbach molecules in ultracold
quantum gases as a means to overcome uncontrolled Atom Interferometer (AI) shifts associated with the differential
center of mass of two atomic species influenced by gravity gradients and rotations. Our efforts aim to utilize the
dual-species Cold Atom Laboratory (CAL) AI for proof-of-principle demonstrations of long atom-photon coherence
times in space, phase-readout techniques, and characterizations of the rotational noise on the International Space Station
(ISS) for use in the next-generation of precision metrology experiments based on AIs in microgravity. Our proposed
experiments require the effective position invariance, long free fall times, and extremely low temperature samples
uniquely available with the CAL apparatus. It is anticipated that these studies can lead to the unprecedented level of
control and accuracy necessary for future space missions to test some of the most fundamental questions of modern
physics. 
In this year of performance, we have focused on maintaining operations throughout CAL's fourth year on the ISS and
the commissioning of an upgraded frequency reference capable of sympathetic cooling of potassium in flight. Notable
achievements include: 1) The first demonstration of dual-species Bose Einstein condensates in space 2) Achieved
simultaneous dual-species atom interferometry in orbit. 

Our ongoing work over the next year will concentrate on preparing rubidium-87 and potassium-41 dual-species ultracold
gases for our planned flight projects. Due to the technical innovations required in our project and the sensitivity to
numerous experimental/environmental parameters, access to the CAL testbeds (Ground Test Bed/GTB and Engineering
Testbed/EMTB), has and will be enabling to mature our studies and to optimize our utilization of CAL. We will further
prepare for the upcoming installation, commissioning, and continuation of science using a new Science Module (SM3B)
to be installed in CAL in 2023. 
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